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1.
ATTESTATION OF COMPUTING
PLATFORMS

This invention relates generally to attestation of computing
platforms. More particularly, aspects of the invention relate to
methods, apparatus and computer programs involved in the
process of attesting the configuration of a computing platform
to a verifier in a system where the verifier requires assurance
that the computing platform has a trusted platform configu
ration.

Computers have evolved into tools for numerous applica
tions, and the use of computer systems in one form or another
is an increasingly essential part of everyday life. Security
presents a major challenge in these systems. Comprehensive
security features are essential to provide a trustworthy com
puting environment on which users such as consumers, busi
nesses, government and financial institutions can rely for
protection of their interests. One such security feature is a
mechanism enabling a device to assure other devices operat
ing within a trusted computing environment that it is trust
worthy according to standards of trust specified for that envi
ronment. For example, a device should be able to demonstrate
that it has not been Subject to an attack resulting in unautho
rized changes to its configuration. Such configuration
changes might enable misuse of the device, allowing breaches
of system security. It is this provision of assurances about
device configuration that forms the essence of attestation
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processes.

The Trusted Computing Group (TCG) is an organization
created to develop and promote open industry standards for
trusted computing across diverse computing platforms, such
as PCs, PDAs, mobile phones, servers, gateways and various
other network devices and peripherals. TCG specifications
promote hardware building blocks and software interfaces
designed to enhance security against virtual and physical
attacks. The heart of the Trusted Computing system is a
component known as a Trusted Platform Module (TPM). The
structure and operation of the TPM is defined in detail in
Trusted Computing Group, TPM v1.2 Specification Changes
(A Summary of Changes with respect to the v1.1b TPM
Specification), October 2003, https://www.trustedcomput
inggroup.org/groupS/tpm/TPM 1 2 Changes final.pdf.
Briefly, the TPM is a hardware component in the form of a
dedicated integrated circuit built into a variety of platforms.
The TPM is equipped with an anti-tamper capability, provid
ing secure storage for digital keys, certificates and passwords,
as well as functionality for various security-related opera
tions such as key generation, platform attestation, privacy
protection functions and implementation of cryptographic
algorithms and protocols.
The platformattestation functionality provided by TPMs is
based on secure storage and reporting of platform configura
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context of the TCG’s Trusted Platform Module, various alter
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tion values. These values are derived from measurements of

hardware and software configurations and are securely stored
within the TPM in a set of Platform Configuration Registers
(PCRs). More specifically, a hash algorithm is used to gener
ate hash values from configuration measurements when a
platform is first set up. Further hash values are generated and
stored when changes are made to the platform configuration,
and a log is maintained recording these changes. The hash
values are stored in the platform configuration registers as
so-called "PCR values”. When attestation of the platform
configuration is desired, the PCR values for the current plat
form configuration can be sent with the log to the party
(referred to generally herein as “the verifier) requesting
assurance of the platforms configuration. The verifier can
then confirm that the hash values are correctly calculated and

2
that the configuration represented by the PCR values corre
sponds to a trusted configuration. If not, further transactions
with the platform may be denied.
The foregoing describes the attestation process in simple
terms. In practice, additional Security procedures are involved
in the process. For example, the PCR values are sent to the
Verifier under a digital signature which can be authenticated
by the verifier. According to the TPM specification, Attesta
tion Identity Keys (AIKS) can be used for this purpose. An
AIK is an RSA (Rivest, Shamir, Adleman) key pair and is
specifically used as a signature key for signing PCR data. That
is, the private key of the AIK pair is used to sign data sent to
the verifier who then authenticates the signature by verifying
the data using the public AIK key. The validity of the public
AIK key can be ensured by some form of credential trusted by
the verifier. For example, the platform may obtain a certificate
on the AIK from a Trusted Third Party (TTP) such as a
Certification Authority (CA). This certificate can then be sent
to the verifier with the public AIK key. A more sophisticated
approach involves use of an anonymous credential system
such as the Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol
defined in the TCG specification referenced above. Briefly,
this system allows a platform to obtain an anonymous cre
dential which can be used to certify an AIK to a verifier
without actually revealing either the credential or the key to
the verifier. This is achieved through use of special crypto
graphic algorithms which allow the necessary proofs to be
made to the verifier while maintaining anonymity.
The heart of the attestation process described above is the
sending of platform configuration data (specifically PCR val
ues and logs) to a verifier so that the verifier can validate the
platform configuration. It is inherent in this process that the
verifier learns details of the platform configuration. For
example, the verifier may be able to determine which particu
lar programs are running on the platform. In addition, mul
tiple transactions with the same platform configuration can be
linked. Indeed, in Some applications a platform configuration
might be effectively unique, whereby all transactions with
that platform could be identified. These factors clearly com
promise privacy, and privacy is one of the primary objectives
of the TCG and indeed any trustworthy system.
While a basic attestation process has been described in the
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native or modified processes are known in the art. Some of
these processes rely on use of an additional Trusted Third
Party (TTP) and others do not, but all suffer to a greater or
lesser extent from a privacy problem, and Some present addi
tional implementation and/or efficiency problems. Examples
of attestation systems based on the TPM system above are
provided by international patent applications published as
WO 2005/038634A2 and WO 2005/038635A2. These prima
rily address aspects of system operation extending beyond the
basic TPM attestation process. Alternatives are discussed in
“Property-based Attestation for Computing Platforms: Car
ing about Properties, not Mechanisms”, Sadeghi etal, NSPW
04: Proceedings of the 2004 workshop on New security
paradigm, pages 67-77, ACM Press. This employs a TTP to
validate platform configuration, the Verifier receiving a cer
tificate of the TTP giving an assurance statement about plat
form properties. This goes some way towards mitigating the
privacy problem but requires the TTP to be involved in the
transaction protocol between platform and verifier. Perfor
mance issues result from this “bottleneck', and the system is
not adapted for implementation within the existing TPM v1.2
specification. Another modification is described in our US
patent application published as US 2005/0229011 A1. In this
system, PCR values are extended by random numbers and a
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TTP issues an assurance statement in the form of a credential

warranty on these “obfuscated PCR values. The obfuscated
PCR values are then sent with the credential to a verifier. The

verifier thus still receives PCR data, albeit obfuscated, and

multiple transactions of the platform are linkable.
In light of the foregoing, it would be desirable to provide an
attestation system in which various problems associated with
known systems discussed above can be alleviated.
One aspect of the present invention provides a method for
attesting the configuration of a computing platform to a veri
fier. The method comprises:
providing a signature key which is bound to the platform
and bound to a defined configuration of the platform;
obtaining from an evaluator a credential for the signature
key, the credential certifying that the signature key is bound to
an unspecified trusted platform configuration; and
demonstrating to the Verifier the ability to sign a challenge
from the Verifier using the signature key, and demonstrating
possession of the credential to the verifier, thereby attesting
that the platform has a trusted configuration without disclos
ing the platform configuration to the verifier.
Attestation methods embodying the invention are therefore
based on use of a special signature key which is bound both to
the platform and to a defined platform configuration. The
effect of this is that the signature key can only be used with
that particular computing platform and only if it has the
defined configuration. An evaluator such as a TTP can verify
that this defined configuration corresponds to a trusted plat
form configuration, and can issue a credential to this effect for
the signature key. However, because the signature key is
inherently bound to the defined configuration, the configura
tion itself can remain unspecified in the credential. That is, the
credential need include no platform configuration informa
tion. The platform can then demonstrate that it can sign a
challenge from the verifier using the signature key, and by
demonstrating the credential on the signature key the plat
form can assure the verifier that it has a trusted configuration
without disclosing any specific configuration information to
the verifier. Trust may be defined according to the TCG Glos
sary of Technical Terms as the expectation that trusted
devices or trusted platform configurations will behave in a
particular manner for a specific purpose. Furthermore, a
Trusted Computing Platform or a trusted platform configura
tion may be defined according to the TCG Glossary of Tech
nical Terms as a computing platform that can be trusted to
report its properties. This aspect of the present invention
represents an elegantly simple yet highly efficient platform
attestation system in which the necessary assurance can be
given to a verifier while providing full privacy protection for
configuration details of the platform. Moreover, the system is
eminently suitable for implementation within the context of
the current TCG specifications, allowing the attestation
mechanism to be readily adopted in TCG-based systems and
offering the advantages of this attestation process within a
Sophisticated, efficient and widely-accepted trusted comput
ing environment.
The platform may demonstrate its ability to sign the chal
lenge simply by signing and returning the challenge to the
verifier with a public key of the signature key. Similarly,
possession of the credential can be demonstrated to the veri
fier by actually sending it to the verifier. However, additional
privacy protection can be provided if the credential issued by
the evaluator is an anonymous credential Such as a DAA-like
credential. Here, possession of the credential can be demon
strated to the verifier without actually disclosing the creden
tial to the verifier, and the ability to sign the challenge can be
demonstrated without sending the signed challenge or dis
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closing the public key of the signature key. This will be
explained in more detail below.
Further aspects of the invention relate to operation of an
evaluator and a verifier respectively in an attestation system
employing the foregoing method. Thus, a second aspect of the
present invention provides a method for certifying the con
figuration of a computing platform. This method comprises
the following steps: receiving from the computing platform a
public key of a signature key which is bound to the platform
and bound to a defined configuration of the platform; receiv
ing from the computing platform data indicative of said
defined configuration; verifying that said defined configura
tion corresponds to a trusted platform configuration; and
sending to the computing platform a credential for the signa
ture key, the credential certifying that the signature key is
bound to an unspecified trusted platform configuration. A
third aspect of the invention provides a method for verifying
attestation of the configuration of a computing platform. This
method comprises the steps of sending a challenge to the
computing platform; receiving from the computing platform
a demonstration of the ability of the computing platform to
sign said challenge using a signature key bound to the com
puting platform and a demonstration of possession by the
computing platform of a credential certifying that the signa
ture key is bound to an unspecified trusted platform configu
ration; and authenticating said credential, thereby verifying
that the computing platform has a trusted platform configu
ration without receiving a disclosure of the platform configu
ration.
Where features are described herein with reference to an

embodiment of one aspect of the invention, corresponding
features may be provided in embodiments of another aspect
of the invention.
35
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The invention also provides a computer program compris
ing program code means for causing a computer to perform a
method according to any of the foregoing aspects of the
invention. It will be understood that the term “computer is
used in the most general sense and includes any device, com
ponent or system having a data processing capability for
implementing a computer program. Moreover, a computer
program embodying the invention may constitute an indepen
dent program or may be an element of a larger program, and
may be Supplied, for example, embodied in a computer-read
able medium such as a disk or an electronic transmission for

loading in a computer. The program code means of the com
puter program may comprise any expression, in any lan
guage, code or notation, of a set of instructions intended to
cause a computer to perform the method in question, either
directly or after either or both of (a) conversion to another
language, code or notation, and (b) reproduction in a different
material form.
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A further aspect of the invention provides apparatus for
attesting to a verifier the configuration of a computing plat
form incorporating the apparatus, the apparatus comprising
control logic adapted for performing a method according to
the first aspect of the invention.
Another aspect of the invention provides apparatus for
certifying the configuration of a computing platform, the
apparatus comprising control logic adapted Such that, in
response to receipt from the computing platform of a public
key of a signature key which is bound to the platform and
bound to a defined configuration of the platform, and of data
indicative of said defined configuration of the platform, the
control logic: Verifies that said defined configuration corre
sponds to a trusted platform configuration; and sends to the
computing platform a credential for the signature key, the

US 8,555,072 B2
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credential certifying that the signature key is bound to an
unspecified trusted platform configuration.
An additional aspect of the invention provides apparatus
for verifying attestation of the configuration of a computing
platform, the apparatus comprising control logic adapted for
performing a method according to the third aspect of the

5

invention.
Preferred embodiments of the invention will now be

described, by way of example, with reference to the accom
panying drawings in which:
FIG. 1 is a representation of a computing system showing
basic steps in operation of attestation methods embodying the

of FIG. 1 by SKre ec where the subscript indicates the

10

invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of the operational details
of one attestation method embodying the invention.

15

FIG.3 shows a modification to the embodiment of FIG. 2;
and

FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of the operational details
of another attestation method embodying the invention.
FIG. 1 shows a schematic representation of one embodi
ment of a computing system in which attestation methods
embodying the invention may be performed. The system
comprises a computing platform 1, a configuration evaluator
2 and a verifier 3. The computing platform 1 is also denoted as
user platform 1. The configuration evaluator 2 is also denoted
as evaluator 2. Each of these components comprises control
logic for implementing the steps of an attestation process to
be described. In general, the control logic may be imple

25

mented inhardware or software or a combination thereof, and

the specific nature of components 1 to 3 is largely irrelevant to
fundamental operation of the attestation process. For the pur
poses of the present example, however, it will be assumed that
each of the system components 1, 2 and 3 is implemented by
general-purpose computer. In particular, platform 1 here is
implemented by a user PC and includes a security module in
the form of a Trusted Platform Module (TPM)4. The struc
ture and operation of TPM 4 is generally as defined in the
TCG specification referenced earlier (the relevant content of
which is incorporated herein by reference), with the addi
tional functionality to performan attestation process detailed
below. Specific implementations of this functionality will be
apparent to those skilled in the art from the description herein.
The TPM 4 in user platform 1 includes a set of registers 5 for
storing PCR values as described earlier. In general this set of
registers 5 may include any number of individual PCR regis
ters, though typically TPM chips include a minimum of six
teen registers. The evaluator 2 and verifier 3 in this example
are similarly implemented by general purpose computers
with respective computer programs for causing the computers
to perform the steps of the attestation process. One example of
a scenario involving such a system is where a consumer
operating user PC 1 wishes to access a web service provided
by a server running on verifier computer 3. In order to access
this service the configuration of user platform 1 should be
attested to the satisfaction of verifier 3. Configuration evalu
ator 2 represents a TTP in this scenario, i.e. an entity which is
trusted by both the user and the verifier.
In embodiments of the invention, a special signature key
SK is defined in the user platform 1. This signature key SK is
bound to both the user platform 1, specifically to the TPM 4
thereof, and also to a defined configuration of the user plat
form 1. The effect of this binding is that the private key of the
signature key SK is kept securely in the TPM 4, so that the
signature key can only be used with that particular TPM (i.e.
SK is non-migratable) and only if the user platform 1 has a
defined configuration corresponding to a defined State of the
PCR registers5. This defined state of PCR registers 5 may be,

6
for example, that the registers 5 contain a specified set of (one
or more) PCR values, or that a set of stored PCR values
satisfies a defined condition, e.g. that application of a prede
termined hash function results in a specified hash value. In
any case, in the TCG environment of the present embodiment,
the signature key can be created by the TPM 4 using the
command TPM CreateWrapKEY, and is indicated in TPM4

30
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binding just described.
Attestation processes embodying the invention involve the
computing platform 1 obtaining a credential for the signature
key SK from the evaluator 2. The purpose of this credential is
to certify that the platform configuration to which the key SK
is bound is a trusted platform configuration. The labeled
arrows in FIG. 1 provide a simplified representation of the
basic steps in operation of the attestation processes to be
described. Arrow A indicates that the signature key SK (spe
cifically the public key thereof) is sent to evaluator 2 with data
indicating the specific PCR state to which the key SK is
bound. This data is indicated by PCRs in the figure. Evalu
ator 2 then verifies that the PCR state indicated by PCRs
corresponds to a trusted platform configuration, for example
by checking the PCR state using the log. Assuming the PCR
state is deemed trustworthy, evaluator 2 sends a credential
C(SK) for the signature key back to platform 1 as indicated by
arrow B. This credential may take a variety of forms but
typically comprises some form of signature by the evaluator
on the key SK. The main point here is that the credential does
not include PCRs or otherwise specify any information
about the platform configuration. Subsequently when verifier
3 sends a challenge (e.g. a message or nonce) to platform 1 as
indicated by arrow C, the platform can use the credential
C(SK) to attest the validity of its configuration. Specifically,
as indicated by arrow D, the platform demonstrates its ability
to sign the challenge using the signature key SK and demon
strates possession of the credential C(SK) to verifier 3. The
verifier 3 can authenticate the credential in known manner

40

45

and, trusting evaluator 2, knows that the credential was issued
for a key SK corresponding to a trusted PCR state. Moreover,
because the key SK is bound to the PCR state verified by
evaluator 2, the ability to use SK to sign the challenge is
confirmation that the configuration of user platform 1 is trust
worthy. In this way, the userplatform configuration is attested
to the satisfaction of the verifier 3 without either PCRs. PCR
values in any form, or indeed any details of the platform
configuration being disclosed to the Verifier.
FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an attestation
method embodying the invention illustrating the processes
involved in more detail. In this embodiment, the TPM 4

50
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generates a certificate on the signing key SK using an Attes
tation Identity Key (AIK) discussed earlier. Specifically, as
indicated in the figure, the private key of an AIK of TPM4 is
used to sign the public key of SK and the PCR state PCRs to
which SK is bound. This certification operation can be per
formed using the TCG command TPM CertifyKey (AIKSK)
with the terms that SK is a non-migratable key of the same
TPM4 containing the AIK and its use is restricted to a PCR
state defined by the variable PCRs. The resulting certificate
is then sent to evaluator 2 with the public key of SK. (Here,
since the AIK is used to sign the public SK key, this is
inherently sent to the evaluator as part of the certificate). In
this embodiment, the public AIK key is sent to evaluator 2
with the certificate. Evaluator 2 then authenticates the AIK

65

(e.g. by verifying that the AIK is a trusted AIK known to the
evaluator). Authentication of the AIK verifies the signature
key SK, and the evaluator 2 then verifies the PCR state PCRs.
as already described. The credential C(SK) is then issued, this

US 8,555,072 B2
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being bound to the public SK key as indicated in the figure.
Here this binding is achieved by incorporating the public SK
key in the credential, e.g. the credential can be a signature by
evaluator 2 on the public SK key. Platform 1 can then use the
private SK key to sign the challenge of verifier 3 as indicated
in the figure, and return this to the verifier 3 with the credential
(incorporating the public SK key) to the verifier 3. This can be
performed via the TCG TPM Sign operation. Verifier 3 can
then confirm that the challenge has been signed with the
private key of the SK certified by credential C(SK), whereby
the attestation process is complete.
The AIK in the foregoing embodiment could be authenti
cated by evaluator 2 in other ways. For example, the user
platform 1 could provide a certificate on the AIK issued by a
certification authority (CA) trusted by evaluator 2. Another
alternative utilizes the DAA protocol mentioned earlier. This
is shown schematically in FIG. 3 which corresponds gener
ally to FIG. 2 but with box 6 illustrating the modification
introduced by the DAA protocol. Here, user platform 1 has
previously obtained a DAA credential C(DAA) from evaluator 2 (or another TTP). As indicated in the figure, the DAA
credential C(DAA) is bound to the public key of a DAA key
used to obtain the credential and protected by TPM 4.
C(DAA) is used to provide verification of the AIK to evalu
ator 2 through use of special algorithms defined in the DAA
protocol. These algorithms need not be described in detail
here. It suffices to understand that they involve zero-knowl
edge proofs which allow the platform 1 to prove to evaluator
2 that it holds a signature, using the credential C(DAA), on the
public AIK key without actually disclosing either the AIK key
or the credential C(DAA) to the evaluator.
Depending on the level of anonymity required in the com
puting system, the signature key SK may be used for multiple
transactions with multiple verifiers 3, multiple transactions
with only a specific verifier 3, or only single transactions with
a given verifier. Thus, more than one signature key may be
provided by TPM 4 for use in transactions of the platform.
Respective credentials C(SK) for these signature keys may be
obtained in advance of transactions in which they will be
used, the binding of the signature keys to the defined PCR
state ensuring that the credentials cannot be used if the plat
form configuration is Subsequently corrupted.

8
challenge to the verifier. Specifically, platform 1 can demon
strate possession of the credential C, (SK), and its ability to
sign the challenge, by: (1) proving knowledge of the creden
tial C, (SK); (2) proving equality of the credentials
5 attribute and the public key of SK; and (3) proving correctness
of knowledge of the signature on the challenge with respect to
the public key of SK as detailed in the algorithm below. Proof
of knowledge of the credential can be done with a DAA-like
protocol as will be apparent to those skilled in the art. In
10 response to a challenge from the verifier, the platform 1
computes an RSA signature on the challenge using its private
SK key. Note that the RSA signature algorithm is defined by
the following algorithm (for details see the RSA PKCSH1
specification, RSA Laboratories, PKCS #1 v2.1 RSA Cryp
15 tography Standard, 2002, RSA Security Inc. ftp://ftp.rsase
curity.com/pub/pkcs/pkcs-1/pkcS-1 V2-1.pdf, the relevant
content of which is incorporated herein by reference):
s=H(m) (1/e)mod in

20 where H is a hash function, m is the challenge, and n and e
define the public signing key. In practice e is usually a fixed
value (216+1). Now the platform proves that the public sign
ing key SK is encoded in the credential C, (SK), and that
the private key of SK was used in the signature on the chal
25 lenge, without disclosing the public key. Hence the platform
1 computes the following commitments:
30

where r r random and, for example, g. Roh S (Ro and S
being elements of the configuration evaluator’s DAA public
key as defined by the DAA protocol). Moreover, the platform
generates proof that (1) C contains the same n as the creden
35 tial C, (SK), and (2) C contains signature on m with
respect to n. The various aspects of this system can thus be
verified by verifier 3 as indicated in the figure, where ZKP
indicates a Zero-knowledge proof.
The system of FIG. 4 represents an even further improve
40 ment over earlier embodiments since the user platform 1 is
wholly anonymous to the verifier 3. The same signing key can
thus be used for multiple transactions with any verifiers with
The schematic of FIG. 4 illustrates another embodiment of
out affecting anonymity. The user platform 1 does not need to
an attestation system providing a further enhancement of the trust the evaluator 2 from the privacy perspective, since even
FIG. 2 system. The basic system is broadly similar to that of 45 if the evaluator 2 were to disclose SK and its bound PCR state
FIG. 2, and only the differences will be described here. The PCRs, this cannot be linked to the user platform 1 via the
main difference stems from the nature of the credential issued
information disclosed to the verifier 3. If appropriate in a
by the evaluator 2 for the signature key SK. Here this creden given scenario, the evaluator 2 may be the same entity as the
tial is an anonymous credential bound to the public key of SK. verifier 3.
This anonymous credential may be a DAA-like credential as 50 Various modifications may of course be made to the
described earlier, and is represented in the figure by C.
embodiments described above. For example, depending on
(SK). As indicated, this credential is bound to the public key the maximum attribute size of the credential C, (SK) in the
of a DAA-like key DK used in obtaining the credential from FIG. 4 system, the encoded key may be split into multiple
the evaluator 2 as in the DAA system described above. How attributes. Also, the DAA protocol employed in the FIG. 3
ever, unlike usual DAA credentials, the credential C, (SK) 55 embodiment to verify the AIK can equally be used in the FIG.
does not need to be bound to the platform 1. The credential 4 system. Embodiments of the invention may of course be
C, (SK) is bound to the public key of SK by encoding of employed in numerous computing systems other than the
this public key as an attribute to the credential. (This can be specific example of FIG. 1, and the platform, evaluator and
done in generally known manner, the use of attributes being Verifier in Such systems can be implemented by any form of
known in the art, e.g. as described in WO 2005/038635A2 60 computing device other than the specific examples described.
referenced earlier).
Various other changes and modifications can be made to the
In this embodiment, the credential C, (SK) allows the specific embodiments described without departing from the
platform 1 to demonstrate possession of the credential to the Scope of the invention.
verifier 3 without actually disclosing the credential or the
public key of the signature key SK to the verifier. The plat- 65 The invention claimed is:
1. A method for attesting a defined configuration of a
form can also demonstrate its ability to sign the verifiers
challenge using SK without actually returning the signed computing platform to a verifier, the method comprising:
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generating a non-migratable signature key (SK) compris
ing a public key and a private key, which SK can only be
used with the computing platform with a defined plat
form configuration;
providing the public key of the signature key (SK) which is
bound to the computing platform and bound to the
defined platform configuration of the computing plat
form and data (PCR) indicative of said defined con
figuration;
obtaining from an evaluator a credential (C(SK), CD
(SK)) for the signature key (SK), the credential being
generated using the public key and certifying that the
signature key (SK) is bound to a trusted platform con
figuration based on said data (PCR), wherein the
defined trusted platform configuration is said trusted
platform configuration; and
demonstrating to the verifier an ability to sign a challenge
from the verifier using the private key of the signature
key (SK), and returning the signed challenge to the veri
fier with the public key of the signature key (SK); and
demonstrating possession of the credential (C(SK),
CD (SK)) to the verifier, thereby attesting that the
computing platform has said trusted platform configu
ration without disclosing the defined platform configu
ration of the computing platform to the verifier.

10
receiving from the computing platform a public key of a
signature key (SK) which is bound to the computing
platform and bound to a defined platform configuration
of the computing platform;
receiving, from the computing platform, data (PCR)
indicative of said defined configuration;
verifying that said defined platform configuration corre
sponds to a trusted platform configuration based on
comparison of the PCR to stored configuration infor
10

15

tion;

wherein, demonstrating to a verifier an ability to sign a
challenge from the Verifier by signing the challenge
using a private key of the signature key (SK) and return
ing the signed challenge to the verifier with the public
key of the signature key (SK); and demonstrating pos
session of the credential (C(SK), CD (SK)) by sending
25

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the credential CDAA

(SK) is an anonymous credential bound to a public key of the
signature key (SK).
3. The method of claim 2 wherein the public key of the
signature key (SK) is bound to the credential CDAA(SK) via
encoding of the public key as at least one attribute of the

30

credential.

4. The method of claim 2, further comprising: demonstrat
ing said ability to sign the challenge and demonstrate posses
sion of the credential CDAA(SK) by the steps of proving
knowledge of the credential CDAA(SK) to the verifier; prov
ing to the verifier equality of the key bound to the credential
CDAA(SK) and the public key of the signature key (SK); and
proving to the verifier correct knowledge of the signature on
the challenge with respect to the public key of the signature
key (SK).
5. The method of claim 1 wherein said computing platform
comprises a Trusted Platform Module having a set of registers
for storing platform configuration values, wherein the signa
ture key (SK) is bound to the Trusted Platform Module and
said defined platform configuration comprises a defined State
of said registers.
6. The method of claim 5 wherein the step of obtaining the
credential (C(SK), CDAA(SK)) comprises: generating a cer
tificate on the signature key (SK) using an Attestation Identity
Key (AIK) of the Trusted Platform Module, the certificate
indicating said defined state of the registers; and
sending the certificate to the evaluator with a public key of
the signature key (SK) and a verification of a public key
of the Attestation Identity Key (AIK).
7. The method of claim 6 further comprising sending the
public key of the Attestation Identity Key (AIK) to the evalu
ator to provide said verification of that public key.
8. The method of claim 6 further comprising sending said
verification of the public key of the Attestation Identity Key
(AIK) by demonstrating possession of a credential (C(DAA))
for that public key.
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9. The method of claim 1 wherein a Trusted Platform

module generates more than one signature key for use in
transactions of the platform.
10. A method for certifying a defined configuration of a
computing platform, the method comprising:

mation;

generating a credential (C(SK), C, (SK)) for the signa
ture key (SK) using the public key; and
sending to the computing platform the credential (C(SK),
CD (SK)) for the signature key (SK), the credential
certifying that the signature key (SK) is bound to a
trusted platform configuration wherein the defined plat
form configuration is said trusted platform configura

65

the credential to the verifier.
11. The method of claim 10 wherein the credential CDAA

(SK) is an anonymous credential bound to the public key of
the signature key (SK).
12. The method of claim 11 further comprising binding the
credential CDAA(SK) to said public key by encoding the
public key as at least one attribute of the credential.
13. The method of claim 11, further comprising: certifying
the defined platform configuration of the computing platform
comprising a Trusted Platform Module having a set of regis
ters for storing platform configuration values, wherein said
defined platform configuration of the computing platform
comprises a defined State of said registers; receiving from the
computing platform a certificate, generated using an Attesta
tion Identity Key (AIK) of the Trusted Platform Module, on
the signature key (SK), the certificate indicating said defined
state of the registers; authenticating the Attestation Identity
Key

